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Lancia Aurelia B 20 S 5-th series Modificata 1956 LHD   From my

research through my Lancia friends, it became quickly clear that this

Aurelia with chassis n° B20S 1322 was modified in the early sixties as

a unique design, with more accentuated competition style, by a

professional coachbuilder in the north of Italy. Proof of this are the

period action shots found back in Italian motorsport magazines

showing this one-off Aurelia being campaigned at the Trofeo Ticino

and during the Giro D'Italia.     Inspecting the nose section and 4

wings in detail, we were amazed to see that these body panels were

manufactured in 1 piece and not as add-on panels. The attention to

detail is quite impressive and it is clear that during the construction of

this one-off Aurelia the total budget did not seem to be an issue. The

presentation in the typical grigio paint, which apparently also goes

back to the sixties, is still very attractive.   The original interior in two-

tone dark blue & grey suits the Aurelia very well. The neat headlamp

plexies, the rear round Alfa Romeo 6C Villa D'Este lights, the all-

round tinted glass, all those details add up to the very stylish

appearance of this unique Aurelia.   In my classic car workshop we

did check this Aurelia completely and were impressed by the very

sound quality of this one-off Lancia. Also mechanically this Aurelia is

top!   Your chance to own a unique, stylish Aurelia which surely will

be the main topic at whatever classic car meeting you decide to

participate! Also Mille Miglia eligible...  
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